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Dim, Dark and Daring:
Our process for rapidly reducing our collection
In the spring of 2010, Wendt Commons Library embarked on a project to repurpose our 4th floor
from book stacks and study space into a Teaching and Learning Center. To create this flexible
and technology-enhanced “learning emporium”, the 4th floor collection consisting of over
90,000 volumes needed to be removed along with the stacks. Other space in the library was not
available, the shelving facilities were full, funding was not offered, and the timetable was 1 year.
By creating Dim and Dark temporary storage, enlisting a student workforce, and benefiting from
an ISyE student study of our workflows, we daringly set out to accomplish our goals. The
purpose of this paper is to share our process so that other libraries facing similar circumstances
may benefit.
FEASIBILITY
As soon as the project was announced, we did a feasibility study to establish a broad brush
project plan. Our student organizations had
made it very clear that they did not want
collection materials to take up any more
study space within the library. Our
challenge was: How could we reduce our
current collection to fit within the existing
shelving available on other floors in the
library.
To determine if and how this could be done,
we collected data about the collection,
located current weeding policies, discussed
downsizing options without a shelving
facility, brainstormed other shelving options,
and identified information that would help in
targeting materials for removal.
With reports and physical measurements, we
estimated the number of volumes by
collection on each floor of the library.
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The easy target areas were the storage room
440, the cutter collection, and the oversized
materials. The storage room 440 consisted of
monographs and serials that were originally

targeted for existing shelving facilities, but were not moved because the facility had reached full
capacity. The cutter collection is a very old collection with low use and most of the materials are
digitized. Everything in room 440 and the cutter collection could feasibly be moved out of the
library if an alternate location became available. Because the oversized materials were a
relatively small collection, we decided these could just be moved to the third floor of the library.
The third floor collections were not targeted for weeding because they are more complicated; our
special collections are in a locked room, all microfiche/film is stored in cabinets, and there are
relatively small selective collections, such as the Miles Value collection. In addition, our library
is a government depository library so we are obligated to retain certain materials and must follow
strict procedures if we chose to move materials to another library. And, many of the materials
shelved in the Technical Reports Center (TRC) are not cataloged. A few digitized materials on
the third floor were targeted for weeding, but in general this area remained unchanged.
In the remaining collections, it was our goal to weed enough of the materials so that the
remaining items could be moved to shelving on other floors of the library. For the journals and
serials, our strategy was to weed these collections to a point where these materials fit into the
existing space on the 1st floor. For the monographs, our approach was to weed the collection so
that we could fit all remaining monographs into the existing space on the 2nd floor.
At the campus level, written weeding or withdrawal policies did not exist at the beginning of the
project. As the project progressed, policies were developed. When we proposed withdrawing
the last copy of journals that had reliable backfiles, a campus last copy policy was quickly
developed which clearly stated that this could not be done unless a retention agreement was
established with other Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) schools. This campus
policy is in line with the Ithaka S+R recommendations: “What to Withdraw? Print Collections
Management in the Wake of Digitization.4” For our project, however, this policy meant that print
materials we would have considered withdrawing must be maintained somewhere on campus.
In our library, the only weeding criteria located consisted of general guidelines on what to send
to the now full storage facilities. Because weeding policies did not exist, we developed initial
guidelines that we continued to modify as the project progressed and new reports became
available. From the beginning, our guiding principles were to keep materials on the shelves that
are “USED and USEFUL”. Even though we are deeply concerned about preservation of
historical engineering materials, we decided upfront that our engineering library should not be an
archival location.
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We also were especially conscious of usage by Wisconsin TechSearch (WTS), a campus
business that utilizes our extensive collections to provide fast and reliable document delivery and
research services. Even though they pay copyright on everything, they tend to rely on print
because of incomplete or poor electronic licenses.

Access to materials for WTS and our patrons was our ultimate goal. Unfortunately, without a
shelving facility, we were faced with very difficult collection weeding decisions. We were
informed that a new shelving facility would not be available for at least one year after the project
needed to be completed. And with current budget limitations, it could be much longer.
The feasibility study helped us establish goals and strategies for weeding each of the collections.
It was clear that what was needed to accomplish this goal in the one year timeframe was to
purchase backfiles, de-duplicate materials with other campus libraries, apply clear weeding
criteria, and design efficient workflows.
STORAGE AND RELOCATION
Because we could not send materials to a shelving facility, we considered withdrawing materials
and also looked into weeding our two existing storage facilities to make space for the materials.
A preliminary analysis revealed that thousands of shelving facility monographs and serials were
also found duplicated on shelves throughout the campus. We investigated using the process
defined by Purdue University in the article, “The Dark Side of Collection Management:
Deselecting Serials from a Research Library's Storage Facility Using WorldCat Collection
Analysis.6”, but the cost of the software and the timing of the project eliminated the option to
weed our storage facilities to create space for our materials.
Both our Library Director and the management in the College of Engineering (COE) and General
Library System (GLS) realized the project constraints were unrealistic so they provided support
with funding and temporary storage options. Matching funds were made available from the
COE and the GLS to provide a total of $160,000 for backfile purchases. As the project
progressed, additional funding was also provided for labor, boxes, and movers.
The GLS also created temporary storage in another library to store boxes until the new shelving
facility was built. Temporary location codes were setup for Wendt Dim and Wendt Dark:
Wendt Dark – materials sent to dark storage are items that we would have withdrawn
because we own the electronic copy or backfile and have a good license for perpetual
access and document delivery.
Wendt Dim- materials sent to dim storage are items that we would have put into a
shelving facility if it were available. For items with electronic access, the license may not
provide perpetual access OR document delivery. For items not electronic, only campus
unique items are sent.
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Because the Wendt Dark and Wendt Dim materials are not accessible, the items are suppressed
from viewing in our library catalog. They do, however, still show up in OCLC (WorldCat).

ANALYSIS - JOURNALS

Initially, we considered journals to be one of the easier parts of the collection to weed or convert
to online only access. In the Ithaka S+R Faculty Survey, electronic versions of journals are:
“clearly the medium of choice for most faculty members.3” In Engineering, we have transitioned
our journal subscriptions to online only as quickly as they become available in that format. Our
journal weeding analysis focused on identifying journals with reliable online access, reviewing
electronic licenses, summarizing backfile options, withdrawing campus duplicates, and selecting
low usage journal runs that could be sent to storage or other libraries.
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To help communicate the logic used in our analysis, we created a weeding decision tree. By
following the flow, it could be assessed whether journals could be withdrawn, sent to storage, or
kept on the shelf. Using this logic, we reviewed our journal collection. Our initial analysis
confirmed that we could reduce the journal collection enough to make room for the 4th floor
serials. To summarize this, we created a functional graph that shows the overall complexity and
funding needed to reduce the journal collection. The color coding includes:

GREEN – easy to withdraw, ORANGE – warning may be harder to withdraw, and RED – may
be more effort to withdraw.

To meet our goal of reducing our journal collection by approximately 4000 linear feet, additional
backfiles were needed. A backfile wish list was created that identified backfiles that could
replace approximately 3000 linear feet of materials. Unfortunately the price tag was over $1.25
million dollars so we prioritized the packages by cost per linear inch and license quality.
Digitization quality and backfile completeness was also considered. Using the funding available,
we selected backfiles that provided the best value.
To assist the analysis, a breakthrough report was created that included both online and print
holdings information. This report proved to be very valuable because it:




Showed campus duplication
Listed all online access including aggregators.
Included ISSN, call number, holdings number and other key information
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Students measured the linear inches for each journal title. These measurements along with
backfile availability and other notes were added to the online-print report. Subsets of this report
were also used to help in creating work orders for processing the materials.

Here is an example of one of the 350 pages in the report.

The information about campus duplicates was used to identify titles we could potentially
withdraw. This required coordination with the other libraries to determine last copy location and
then transfer volume to create the best and most complete copy. Because other campus libraries
knew about our space reduction project, they were very responsive and often took the lead in
journal de-duplication.
Pareto analysis was also used for the journal analysis. The shelf measurements by call number
were sorted from largest to smallest and the journals that comprised 80% of the overall shelf
space were reviewed for online access, usage, and historical value.
Journals with online access or low usage were targeted for storage. Large run trade journals,
sometimes going back to the 1800’s, were separated out for further review. Although they have
low usage, they have value to history of science researchers because the online versions do not
include details such as advertisements.
Railroad journals, such as Railway Age, were another large group of journals that required
further evaluation. These journals are actively used by hobbyists but not engineering students
and staff so they were targeted to be moved to another library that has preservation support.
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The results from the journal analysis included lists of journal titles that could be sent to
temporary storage, other libraries, or to the Friend’s book sale.

ANALYSIS – SERIALS
Our 4th floor serials were more complicated to process than journals because the majority of
them are not online and campus duplicates tend to be at the volume level but not the entire series.
Many of our series are also interwoven throughout the LC stacks. Our analysis of serials was
more selective than the journals, but still looked at online access, internal and external
duplication, and weeding criteria. In most cases, serials were sent to storage only if all of the
volumes in the series met the weeding criteria
IEEE and ACM series are one of the series located in both our serial and LC collections. For
these, we manually checked online availability. Even though we do not have perpetual access to
IEEE and ACM backfiles, the online can be used by WTS for document delivery so we chose to
send the print to storage if it was available online. Our current subscriptions are e-only and these
are highly used core collections that we do not foresee cancelling. Obtaining lists of these series,
verifying online access, and creating pull lists was very time consuming, but our efforts allowed
us to identify over 5000 volumes that could be sent to storage because online access is available.
Other online serials such as ASTM standards were also targeted for storage although we did
choose to keep the indexes for reference. Campus duplicates and especially older editions of
series, such as NFPA codes and standards, were also reviewed. The identifying of low use series
was done manually so that the entire series was looked at as a unit. Occasionally, series were
split so that only the used volumes remained on our shelves.
Initially, we tried to de-duplicate as many of the series as possible. This took a lot of
coordinating and time to: identify what series are duplicated, determine who should be the last
copy, assess best copies, fill in any missing or poor conditioned volumes, split holdings, transfer
some volumes, withdraw other volumes, etc. With over 24,000 items to analyze, we needed to
find another way to speed up the analysis of the serials.
One of our School of Library and Information (SLIS) students was able to create an SQL query
that filtered out serials unique to our library. This allowed us to focus on just applying our
weeding criteria to create pull lists more quickly. The analysis was still a manual review process
because all of the volumes in a series needed to be looked at together, but it allowed us to
identify over 9000 unique serials to send to Dim Storage. Occasionally series were split based
on usage or online access, but in general they stayed together as a unit.
In total, over half of the series volumes were identified for temporary storage, other libraries, or
the Friend’s book sale.
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ANALYSIS - MONOGRAPHS
Monograph analysis of 93,000 volumes was one of the biggest project challenges. Our initial
goal was to reduce the LC collection to approximately 61,000 volumes, allowing all LC volumes
to be kept on the second floor in browseable stacks at approximately 80% capacity. Although our
vision for this project is not to become a “bookless library” as in the Stanford cases, 5 we would
still need to withdraw or store over 32,000 volumes.
Our preliminary analysis
showed that there are
thousands of campus
duplicates and that almost half
of the collection had 2 or less
uses. This graph shows
historical charges since 1999.

Because we did not want to fill up our limited storage space with campus monograph duplicates,
our initial strategy was to focus our energy on withdrawing duplicates. Before we withdrew our
copy, however, we needed to check the shelves at other libraries to guarantee that the duplicate
copy was available and in good condition. For monographs duplicated with 3 or more libraries,
campus management approved withdrawing our copy without checking the shelf at another
library.
To assist us with our analysis, the library technology group developed a weeding report that not
only showed other library duplicates, but also included valuable usage information including:





Use in the past 5 years
Use in the past 6-10 years
Total Historical Charges
Total Historical Browses
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Here is a sample weeding report layout:

After reviewing the data, it was clear that there were many cases where multiple campus copies
were needed. We developed preliminary weeding criteria for external duplicates that included
publication date, when purchased, if it was a reserve item, and combined usage at multiple
locations. Unfortunately, these criteria had to be applied manually or additional reports would
need to be developed to include combined usage data. We later revised this criteria (took a more
conservative approach) to simplify the process.
Once we identified external duplicates that we would consider withdrawing, we needed to create
library checklists to verify that the duplicate copy was available in good condition. This turned
out to be very complicated because monographs can be at multiple campus libraries, but only one
copy needed to be verified so additional processing needed to be done to select the libraries to
check. Because the weeding reports are run by our call number range, there ended up being
multiple checklists for each library. For example, we have one Physics monograph checklist for
our A-P call number range and another for our Q-QC call number range.
After duplicate copies were verified, there also needed to be coordination with the other libraries
regarding items missing or found in poor condition. Sometimes the other libraries took our
copies to replace their missing or poor condition volumes, sometimes they only wanted selective
volumes, and sometimes they were not interested in any replacement copies.
Even though the other libraries were very appreciative of our de-duplication efforts, we quickly
realized that the analysis time, checking time, and coordination time would not get us the
withdrawal numbers we need in time to meet the project deadline.
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A breakthrough in the analysis came when one of School of Library and Information Studies
(SLIS) students figured out how to split our monograph weeding reports into two sections:



Monographs unique to our library
Monographs (and Serials in LC) duplicated on campus.

The ability to separate out unique materials allowed us to test and refine weeding criteria. We
considered publication date, whether it was a reserve item, when the item was added to the
collection, and usage statistics. Here is a summary of the weeding criteria for unique materials:
Not used at all in last 5 years and used less than 3 times 6-10 years ago, and
not published or purchased since 2005
UsesLast5 = blank or 0
AND
Uses6to10 = blank, 0, 1, 2, or 3
AND
Item Status = Not Charged
AND
Begin Pub Date <2006
AND
Create Date < 2006

After applying the weeding criteria, student pull lists were created. Students were asked to
verify the barcode and to check the volumes for problems such as personalized book plates and
imbedded serials. Here is the format of the pull lists:

The monograph unique pull lists identified over 33,000 potential items to be pulled. Because
some of them may be problems, the final number will be less.
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STUDENT HELP
At first student help was limited to our current student staff that work at the circulation/services
desk. Early on it became clear that we needed some more advanced help that the current
circulation students could not provide. We hired a number of SLIS (School of Library and
Information Science) graduate students to do some more detail oriented work, like generating
reports and pull lists based on our weeding criteria. It also became clear that the circulation
student workers did not have the time to devote solely to the project, due to other duties at the
desk, and we needed to increase the pace of our removal.
Starting in January we received funding to hire up to 10 temporary positions. Temporary project
students were hired exclusively to pull items from the provided lists and box and label them.
The project students were asked to work a minimum of 12 hours a week. Students set their own
schedules and could come and work during any of our open hours.
We were also cleared to hire 2 LTE supervisor positions. Between the 2 supervisors and the
librarians involved with the project, there was a staff person here between 7:30 am and 10 pm
every day, as well as 5-6 hours each Saturday and Sunday. When using just the circulation
students, we were outputting around 60 boxes of materials a week; with the increased staff and
supervision we increased our productivity to around 800 boxes a week.
PROCESSING
Instructions for each collection process were created, tested, and then filled out by librarians.
These “tracking forms” included a list of supplies, how to update catalog locations when needed,
and any special package and labeling information. If students could not complete a tracking
form during their shift (some were over 100 pages long), they indicated where they left off so the
next student knew where to continue working. Completed work orders were put in a done basket
for verification.
The work orders included box labels which the students
copied as needed. The labels were specific to a
collection and designated location. Here is an example
of a label for a journal sent to dark storage.

State record boxes were used to package the materials and movers were called when a shipment
of boxes was ready. Over 5000 boxes are estimated to be moved out of Wendt Commons.
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JOURNALS TRACKING
Students were instructed to go to the shelf and pull the correct call number after checking to
make sure that all desired volumes were on the shelf. If there appeared to be missing volumes
the students were instructed not to pull the volumes, but rather note the missing volumes and
return the work order to a problems/missing basket. They should then take another work order
and try again. Librarians check the problems/missing basket daily and search for missing
volumes. Once items were pulled from the shelf students would take them to the work area,
change their status in the catalog, and box and label the volumes for storage. Here is an example
of a journal work order:
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SERIALS TRACKING
Serials were trickier, and spread out around the whole collection, so the first part of the process
was performed by either an advanced library student staff or librarians. They would pull carts of
serials and leave them for students to complete. Here is an example of a serial work order for
campus duplicates that were sent to the Friends of the Library book sale:
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MONOGRAPH AND CUTTER TRACKING
Once the initial de-duplication work had been done on the monograph and cutter collections the
process on the student end was fairly quick. Pull lists were generated by librarians and
distributed to students. At the time the pull list was created, librarians would batch modify the
status of that pull list so that no indivudual work needed to be done to change the status of those
volumes. Students would take the pull list, fill a cart, go back to the processing area, box the
items and label the boxes. Here is an example of a monograph work order for sending
monographs to dim storage:
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VERIFICATION
Since we relied on student help to pull and process the majority of materials, we devised a
process in which librarians would verify item status and make sure the items were properly
reflected in the catalog (or not reflected, as in most cases). Verification processes for the
different collections varied.
Journal Verification: When processing the journal collection, each volume’s status and location
code had to be individually changed. Using a completed work order, the librarian would look up
the holding record for the specific title and then check to make sure the holdings were
suppressed, (the bib if last copy) and that all the location codes were changed. Verifying
journals turned in to a bit of a nightmare as it became evident that there were many errors in the
catalog. Finding a location code that was not changed meant having to go through all the boxes
to find that title, and hopefully the correct volume. Most of the problems were due to missing
volumes, or individual volumes that at some point had been bound with another, but the
individual item record still remained. Individual item records were deleted once it was
determined that they were in fact combined into a larger volume, and items that were found to
truly be missing were separated from the original holdings while notes were made in the record.
This process was extremely time-consuming in the beginning, when many of the mistakes were
due to student error, but as they came to know the project and the cataloging module better the
problems decreased.
Cutter Collection Verification: After our initial de-duplication process, this entire collection
was slated for storage. Library staff was able to change all the records with a “Cutter” location
to a Dim Storage location, thus hiding them in the public catalog. This status change was
actually put in place while we were boxing up the collection. We were able to run a report
afterwards and pick out any of those items that had additional status (like, checked out, missing,
etc.) and individually change those items to reflect their real status.
Monograph/Serial Verification: Multiple pull lists were created for these collections and each
pull list included a “pulled” column, a “problem” column and a “not on shelf” column. Items
marked as problems were usually pulled and put onto a problem cart, pulled items were boxed.
Once the list was completed a librarian would go through it and note all of the problems and
NOS items to go through at a later date. The rest of the list (pulled items) was then batch
modified and all record location codes were changed at once. When time permits, the problems
and NOS items will be dealt with on an individual basis.
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PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
After a few months into the project, a team of Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE)
students asked our library if we had any process improvement projects they could use for their
senior design project. They selected our space reduction project. To meet their course
requirements, they created process maps, interrelationship diagrams, affinity diagrams, and
performed numerous time studies. Their study saved us hours of work, identified areas that we
could continue to improve, and helped us to justify additional student hours. Here is part of their
process map for processing journals:

From their time study reports, they provided volume times to:
Box and Label = 0.3024 minutes/volume (20% allowance)
Check other Libraries for Duplicate Copy and Condition = 5.34 minutes/volume

Move Volumes to Another Floor = 0.3593 minutes/volume
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Load Carts, Update Catalog, Stamp, Box and Label = 0.6956 minutes/volume

We used these time study values to estimate the number of student hours needed to process the
materials. One of the most surprising, yet helpful, times studies was check other libraries for
duplicate copy and condition. This was actually over 10 minutes per volume until we changed
the process to provide a laptop with the spreadsheet for the student to update as they checked the
shelves at other libraries.
How the ISyE Senior Design Team applied the industrial engineering tools to this project was
both interesting and valuable. Their analysis not only identified areas for immediate and future
improvement, they also facilitated discussion that made us think about how and why we were
doing things. This dynamic process design helped us meet our project goals.
COMMUNICATION
Communication was one of the most important factors in making this project work. It is
monumentally important that everyone be on the same page at all times. Weekly team meetings
were held, individual meetings were held whenever necessary. Everyone involved in this project
had other responsibilities that needed to be maintained while this project was in the forefront
therefore, constant communication was essential to our success.
CONCLUSION
The removal of library materials from the 4th floor is slated to be finished in March 2011. At that
time the stacks will be removed from the floor and a potential remodel will happen. As for the
rest of the library we will still have some work to do. The remaining 4th floor collection will
have to be interfiled with the appropriate collection either on the 1st or 2nd floors.
To make this last phase easier, we tried to withdraw or move more materials then were actually
needed to fit on our other floors. With the cost of keeping a book on open stacks at $4.26 vs. the
cost of keeping an item at a high density shelving facility at $0.86, 2 we took our analysis of the
collection as far as possible within the timeframe of the project. We truly wanted to shift from
keeping materials “just in time” rather than keeping them “just in case1”.
Our future challenge is now to identify ways to continue to assess and build a collection that
provides access without expanding the physical space for the collection. To do this, we will
continue to transition to more digital collections. Some of our immediate plans for achieving this
objective are to convert gift journals to electronic only, identify more backfiles, and expand our
e-book collections.
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